We introduce a multireference selected quantum Krylov (MRSQK) algorithm suitable for quantum simulation of many-body problems. MRSQK is a low-cost alternative to the quantum phase estimation algorithm that generates a target state as a linear combination of non-orthogonal Krylov basis states. This basis is constructed from a set of reference states via real-time evolution avoiding the numerical optimization of parameters. An efficient algorithm for the evaluation of the off-diagonal matrix elements of the overlap and Hamiltonian matrices is discussed and a selection procedure is introduced to identify a basis of orthogonal references that ameliorates the linear dependency problem. Preliminary benchmarks on linear H 6 , H 8 , and BeH 2 indicate that MRSQK can predict the energy of these systems accurately using very compact Krylov bases.
INTRODUCTION
Solving the electronic many-body Schrödinger equation for systems that display strong correlation effects is a major challenge in physics and quantum chemistry. 1 Quantum computation 2 offers a potential solution to the exponential scaling of the Hilbert space dimension with particle number. Recent advances in quantum hardware design, including an early demonstrations of quantum speedup, 3 have motivated the development of new quantum algorithms that can be executed on so called noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices, with less than 100 qubits and shallow circuits. 4 Algorithms based on quantum phase estimation (QPE), 5, 6 were the first proposed to compute the ground state energies of fermionic many-body systems. 7 QPE was later applied to molecular problems 8 and has been implemented on a photonic quantum device. 9 Though QPE is well suited for Hamiltonian simulation on large-scale fault-tolerant quantum hardware, its application in the NISQ era presents several challenges due to the poor gate fidelity and the limited coherence time of devices available in the foreseeable future. 10, 11 As a result, hybrid quantum-classical algorithms requiring shallower circuits, such as the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) 12, 13 and the quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) 14 have recently received more attention.
In the VQE scheme, a complex trial wave function is optimized via an algorithm that subdivides the work between a classical and quantum computer. In this approach, the variational minimization of the energy is driven by a classical algorithm, while measurement of the energy and gradients is deployed to a quantum computer. VQE was originally implemented with the unitary coupled cluster (UCC) [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ansatz truncated to single and double excitations. 12, 13, [21] [22] [23] [24] More recently, several groups have studied alternative ansätze, including mean-field references, 25 UCC with general singles and doubles, 26 hardware-efficient parameterizations, 27 resource-efficient qubit-space UCC with 2-qubit entanglers, 28, 29 general UCC with adaptively selected unitaries, 30 and linear-depth fermionic Gaussian reference states. 31 Efforts have also been made to extend the VQE algorithm to compute excited states [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] and approaches that combine variational methods and phase estimation have been suggested. 38, 39 Notwithstanding the significant impact of VQE schemes, they have two principal drawbacks. Firstly, VQE methods require measurement of the energy or energy gradients with respect to the variational parameters at each step of the optimization process. This results in a significant number of queries of the optimization algorithm to the quantum device. Secondly, the optimization process in VQE is challenging due to the high nonlinearity of the energy (considered as a function of the parameters), intrinsic accuracy limitation because of the inexactness of the ansatz 40 and stochastic errors that result from finite measurement and loss of fidelity. 41 As a consequence, the optimization process may be slow to convergence and may reach a local minimum instead of the true ground state.
A third and emerging family of methods, which we refer to as Quantum Subspace Diagonalization (QSD) schemes, diagonalize the Hamiltonian in a general nonorthogonal basis of many-body states. 32, 33, [42] [43] [44] [45] There is a long tradition of using such a strategy in quantum chemistry. [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] A natural way to extend it to quantum computing is to construct a basis of states and measure the corresponding matrix ele-ments with a quantum device, and later solve the associated generalized eigenvalue problem via a classical computer. 32 Compared to a fully classical approach, QSD schemes can take advantage of the ability of quantum computers to store arbitrarily complex states.
QSD methods mainly differ in the way the many-body basis is generated. The quantum subspace expansion (QSE) method of McClean and co-workers, diagonalizes the Hamiltonian in the basis of statesâ † iâ j |Ψ , where Ψ is a reference state prepared via VQE. 32, 33, 42 Matrix element of the Hamiltonian in this basis are obtained by measuring the three-and four-body density matrices. QSD approaches are particularly advantageous if the many-body basis is constructed as a Krylov space 43 and does not require extensive parameter optimization. This is the case for the Quantum Lanczos (QLanczos) algorithm, 43 where the Hamiltonian is diagonalized in a basis of correlated states generated by imaginarytime propagation. 52 This basis is obtained from a single reference state by sampling at regular intervals in imaginary time. In QLanczos, the imaginary-time propagator is written as a unitary operation times a normalization factor, and a linear approximation is employed to construct this representation. For each step in the imaginary-time propagation, a linear system of equations must be solved for classically, requiring the measurement of the entries of a matrix and a vector. Recently, Huggins et al. 44 have proposed a nonorthgonal VQE (NOVQE) scheme whereby the basis is formed of k-fold products of unitary paired coupled cluster with generalized single and double excitations (k-UpCCGSD). 53 Parrish and McMahon, 45 investigated a quantum filter diagonalization (QFD) formalism in which a basis of states is generated via an approximate real-time dynamics. QFD is inspired by classical filter diagonalization [54] [55] [56] [57] as well as quantum time grid methods, [58] [59] [60] [61] and may be viewed as a variant of the QLanczos algorithm in which imaginary time propagation is replaced with a real-time version.
Despite their potential, QSD methods suffer from a series of practical issues, which are the focus of this work. The generalized eigenvalue problem associated with a given nonorthogonal basis requires the efficient evaluation of offdiagonal matrix elements of the form ψ α |Ô|ψ β . While in the case of QSE and QLanczos these matrix elements are easily computed, 32, 43 in the general case their evaluation is more involved. 44, 45 Another important issue is the linear dependency of the basis generated in a QSD procedure. This issue introduces numerical instabilities in the generalized eigenvalue problem and is potentially amplified by poor gate fidelity and measurement errors. Bases generated by variational optimization 44 and real 45 or imaginary 43 time propagation are all plagued (to various degrees) by linear dependencies.
In this work we formulate a QSD algorithm that addresses the two problems described above. Firstly, we describe an efficient approach to evaluate the off-diagonal matrix element required in QSD methods, with a cost that is essentially identical to that of computing a diagonal matrix element. Secondly, to mitigate the linear dependency problem we consider a multireference approach in which the Krylov space is constructed from an initial set of orthogonal reference states. These references are selected via a scheme that exploits quantum measurement to identify the most important determinants in a simple trial wave function. The resulting multireference selected quantum Krylov (MRSQK) method is combined with basis generation via real-time propagation 43, 45 and benchmarked on a series of problems involving strongly correlated electronic states.
THEORY
Consider a molecular Hamiltonian mapped to a set of qubits
where E 0 is a scalar term, the index runs over all the terms in the Hamiltonian, h is a matrix element, andV is the corresponding operator. Each operatorV inĤ is a tensor product of N Pauli operators (a Pauli string) that act on
l k , where l k ∈ {X, Y, Z } labels the Pauli operator type and j k indicates the qubit upon which said operator is applied.
To define the MRSQK method, we start by introducing a d-dimensional basis of reference states, M 0 = {Φ I }, where each Φ I is a linear combination of Slater determinants (φ µ ) with well defined spin and spatial symmetry
From this basis, we generate a nonorthogonal Krylov 62,63 space K s (M 0 ,Û n ) = {ψ α , α = 1, . . . , N } by repeated application of a family of unitary operatorsÛ n (with n = 0, 1, . . . , s) to all the elements of M 0 . A generic element ψ (n) I ∈ K is given by the action ofÛ n on Φ I .
For convenience, we use the collective index α = (I, n) to identify an element of the basis. The resulting Krylov space has dimension N = d(s + 1). In MRSQK, a general state is written as a linear combination of the basis {ψ α } as
Variational minimization of the energy of the state Ψ leads to the following generalized eigenvalue problem
where the elements of the overlap matrix (S) and Hamiltonian (H) are given by
The formalism outlined above lends itself to a large number of quantum algorithms, depending on: i) how the basis M 0 is selected, ii) the particular choice ofÛ n , and iii) the quantum circuits used to evaluate S and H. In the following we describe the combination that defines our multireference selected quantum Krylov approach and detail the efficient algorithm used to evaluate off-diagonal overlap and Hamiltonian matrix elements and our selection approach to generate the basis of references. 
Choice of the unitary operators.
In choosing the family of unitary operatorsÛ n there are two primary criteria we aim to satisfy: i) that it generates a basis that well describes the eigenstates ofĤ and ii) that the corresponding quantum circuit is inexpensive to evaluate. These requirements give considerable freedom, and a natural choice is a family of operators based on real-time evolution,Û n = exp(−it nĤ ), where t n = n∆t and ∆t is a fixed time step.
In fact, it is possible to show that for small ∆t, the basis of states K s (Φ I ,Û n ) generated by real-time evolution spans a classical Krylov space. Consider a linear combination of the elements of K s (Φ I ,Û n ) and expand the exponential into a Taylor series keeping terms up to order (∆t) s
The square matrix M is invertible, and therefore, the coefficients c (n) I may be chosen to represent any combination of the classical Krylov basis {Ĥ k |Φ I } with k = 0, . . . , s, up to higher-order terms.
To realize the MRSQK method on a quantum computer, a quantum circuit is required that can approximate the timeevolution operator. The analysis presented above, suggests that it is important that any approximation to the real-time evolution operator must be sufficiently accurate. Otherwise the approximate quantum Krylov basis will likely not span the classical Krylov basis of the exact Hamiltonian, and consequently slow down the convergence of the method. To approximate the real-time evolution one may follow standard approaches like the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition 64, 65 or employ a truncated Taylor series. 66 In this work we employ the former methodology, and consider the m-Trotter number (step) approximation of non-commuting operatorsÂ andB given by
which is exact in the limit of m → ∞. When applied to the real-time propagator this corresponds to the product
As shown in section 4, low Trotter number approximations (m = 1, 2) yield large errors in the computation of the ground state electronic energy.
Efficient evaluation of off-diagonal matrix elements.
To efficiently measure the overlap and Hamiltonian matrix elements [Eqs. 6 and 7], we augment the circuit used to build the basis with an ancillary qubit and construct the state
, and then obtain ψ α |ψ β by measuring the expectation value of the operator 2σ + = σ X + iσ Y on the ancilla qubit. 67 To produce the state |ψ α we introduce the unitary operatorÛ α defined aŝ
whereÛ I generates the reference state |Φ I from the zero state |0 = |0 . The circuit to measure off-diagonal matrix elements is shown in Fig. 2 . ForÛ n constructed out of exponentials of Pauli strings a crucial simplification may be employed that allows the efficient construction of the state 1
First, we start by representing the product of Pauli operators in each of termsV as a unitarily-transformed Pauli string consisting of operators in the Z basiŝ
where H is a product of single qubit gates that transform each σ
Z . 69 Consequently, each term inÛ n, = exp(−it n h V ) can be written aŝ
where in the second step we have used a well-known representation of the exponential of Pauli strings composed of CNOT gates (collected inŨ n, ) and a Z rotation on the N qubit (R z N ). 67, 69 Using the following operator identity involving the controlled versions of generic unitary operatorŝ A andB (c-Â and c-B, see Fig. 3 ).
We can rewrite the controlled unitary evolution operator (c-Û n, ) required to evaluate overlaps as
which requires only one extra controlled operation c-R z N (2θ n ) at the center of the circuit (see Supporting Information Fig. SI1 ). Controlled unitaries evaluated in this way require at most 2N single qubit gates, 2N CNOT gates, and a controlled single-qubit gate. Next, we discuss the the implementation of the unitary that prepares reference states from |0 (Û I ). When Φ I is a single Slater determinantÛ I is a product of X gates. For multideterminantal references, one can apply the linear combination of unitaries (LCU) algorithm, 70 or follow the procedure outlined by Tubman et al. 71 This approach requires only one ancilla qubit and O(nL) one-or two-qubit gates, where n is the number of qubits and L the number of determinants in a particular reference Alternatively, one may target references that are composed of a single configuration state functions 72, 73 or two electron geminals. 74 It is easy to generalize these circuits to controlled versions; however, one may pay the penalty of increasing the number of two-qubit gates (after factoring three qubit control gates into two-qubit ones). This suggests that the references Φ I should be chosen to be compact multideterminantal wave functions, e.g., either single determinants or a small linear combinations of determinants.
Evaluation of the Hamiltonian matrix elements H αβ = h ψ α |V |ψ β proceeds in an analogous way by computing each term ψ α |V |ψ β individually. The circuit employed is analogous to the one in Fig. 2 with the operatorÛ β by replaced byV Û β . Since each termV contains only product of one qubit operators, the corresponding controlled operator contains at most two-qubit operators. The evaluation of S and H lends itself to a high degree of parallelism. As in VQE methods, evaluation of a single matrix element of H may be parallelized over terms in the Hamiltonian. In addition, in the MRSQK, one may parallelize over the N(N − 1)/2 unique pairs of Krylov states ψ α /ψ β . Note that techniques used to ameliorate finite measurement errors in VQE [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] approaches can also be applied to MRSQK.
Reference selection.
A third important aspect of the MRSQK algorithm is the procedure to select the reference configurations. Our approach exploits quantum measurement to identify a set of configurations starting from a trial MRSQK wave function. Specifically, we first form and diagonalize the Hamiltonian in the Krylov space K s (Φ 0 ,Û n ), where Φ 0 is a single determinant (e.g., a closed-shell Hartree-Fock determinant). The resulting trial wave functionΨ = α ψ αcα is used to construct a list of potential important determinants. Since the probability of measuring a determinant φ µ is equal to P µ = | φ µ |Ψ | 2 , one can in principle form the stateΨ on a quantum computer and directly measure the determinantal composition, which in the Jordan-Wigner mapping amounts to measuring the expectation value of Z for all wave function qubits. In practice, we approximate P µ by measuring each element of the Krylov basis and estimating the total probability as a weighted sum over references via
Measurements are accumulated until we form a list of determinants of length equal to a small multiple of the number of references we aim to select (e.g., 2d). In principle only a small number of measurements are required because the values of P µ need only be qualitatively correct such that the determinants can be sorted. It should be noted, however, that using Eq. (16) as an importance criterion can lead to the overestimation of the importance of certain determinants due to neglected sign cancellation. A comparison of the the approximate sampling based on Eq. (16) and the exact weight of determinants in the MRSQK wave function shows that the former method is sufficient to identify the most important determinants. Alternatively, Ψ could be directly represented on a quantum computer via the linear combination of unitaries (LCU) algorithm, 70 so that determinants would be sampled directly with their correct probabilities. Once formed, the list of potentially important determinants is augmented to guarantee that all spin arrangements of open-shell determinants are included. Next, we diagonalize the Hamiltonian in this small determinant basis. At this stage we identify references in the following way: closedshell determinants are considered individually, while openshell determinants with the same spin occupation pattern are grouped together and their weight summed. Lastly, we select d − 1 largest weighted references beyond the Hartree-Fock state. References composed of open-shell determinants are normalized to one using the determinant coefficients from the small classical CI. This procedure generates very com- pact reference states that can be used with the algorithm for computing off-diagonal matrix elements discussed in section 2.2.
Analysis of computational cost.
The quantum computational cost of the MRSQK algorithm is dominated by the application of the Trotterized Hamiltonian circuitsÛ n . The depth of these circuits scales at worst O(mK 4 ) where m is the trotter number and K is the number of molecular orbitals. At the minimal Trotter number level (m = 1), the maximum circuit depth for MRSQK is comparable to that of UCC with generalized singles and doubles (employng the same Trotter number), and far shallower than QPE. More importantly, the circuit depth of MRSQK is independent of size of the Krylov basis one wishes to generate, allowing for a flexible trade offbetween quantum and classical cost (for a desired level of accuracy). For example, in the NISQ device era, one may avoid larger circuit depths with MRSQK by employing a modest Trotter number, but still achieve a high degree of accuracy by building a larger Krylov space that will be diagonalized classically. In this way MRSQK has both the advantage of selected CI to exploit wave function sparsity and the classical compression afforded by its quantum computational subroutines. This flexibility is a feature that distinguishes MRSQK from other QSD methods. 
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The MRSQK method was implemented using both an exact second quantization formalism and a quantum computer simulator using the open-source package QF . 80 All calculations used restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) orbitals generated with P 4 81 using a minimal (STO-6G) 82 basis. Molecular Hamiltonians for the hydrogen and BeH 2 systems were translated to a qubit representation via the Jordan-Wigner trans-formation as implemented in O F 83 with default term ordering. For all calculations, references in MRSQK were selected using initial QK calculations with s 0 = 2 evolutions of the Hartree-Fock determinant and a time step of ∆t = 0.25 a.u. Parameters such as the time time step (∆t), and number of evolutions per reference (s) used in MRSQK were chosen based on energy accuracy and numerical stability. We also note that we take the Trotter approximation with m = 100 as a good approximation to the infinite m limit for the potential energy curves we plot. Adaptive derivativeassembled pseudo-Trotter ansatz variational quantum eigensolver (ADAPT-VQE) 30 calculations were performed with a in-house code provided by N. Mayhall.
NUMERICAL STUDIES AND DISCUSSION
We benchmark the performance and comparative numerical stability of the MRSQK algorithm with linear chains of six and eight hydrogen atoms, two canonical models for onedimensional materials with correlation strength modulated by bond length. [84] [85] [86] We utilize point-group symmetry, which results in a determinant space comprised of 200 and 2468 determinants for H 6 and H 8 , respectively. We first consider H 6 at a site-site distance of 1.50 Å, which exhibits strong electron correlation, as indicated by the large correlation energy (E corr = −0.24681 E h ) and the small weight of the Hartree-Fock determinant in the FCI expansion (|C HF | 2 = 0.634).
In Tab. 1 we show a comparison of the energy and overlap matrix condition number for the single reference version of quantum Krylov (QK), taking only the HF determinant as a reference, and MRSQK as a function of the total number of basis states. For H 6 we observe that in both the single and multireference cases, convergence to chemical accuracy (error less than 1 kcal mol −1 = 1.594 mE h ) is achieved with only 8 parameters, an order of magnitude smaller than the size of FCI space. For the case N = 12, MRSQK identifies the following three references
where the orbitals are ordered according to (1a g , 2a g , 3a g , 1b 1u , 2b 1u , 3b 1u ) in the D 2h point group. These references are comprised of two closed-shell and six open-shell determinants. If we perform a computation with a set of references consisting of eight individual (uncontracted) determinants, the resulting Krylov space has dimension 32 and the corresponding energy is −3.019797 E h , which is only 0.1 mE h lower than the contracted result (−3.019696). Turning to H 8 , we find that the single-reference QK energy converges to chemical accuracy with only 12 parameters, two orders of magnitude fewer than FCI. For the same example, the MRSQK energy error is 1.06 kcal mol −1 with 24 parameters, only slightly higher than chemical accuracy. The linear dependency of the basis for H 6 and H 8 -as measured by the condition number of the overlap matrix [k(S)]-is significantly more pronounced in the single refer-ence QK than the MRSQK version. In the case of H 6 , even with a small Krylov basis (8 elements), QK is potentially illconditioned [k(S) = 3.60 × 10 11 ]. In the case of 12 (or more) states, the QK eigenvalue problem is strongly ill-conditioned [k(S) = 1.16 × 10 17 ], while MRSQK displays only a modest condition number, [k(S) = 9.39 × 10 5 ]. Importantly, QK becomes ill-conditioned before reaching chemical accuracy, whereas MRSQK does not, highlighting the importance of multireference approach for practical applications.
Next, we assess the errors introduced by approximating the real-time dynamics with a Trotter approximation. Table 2 shows the performance of MRSQK using various levels of Trotter approximation for H 6 at a bond distance of 1.5 Å. While using exact time evolution affords the fastest energy convergence with respect to number of Krylov basis states, we find that chemical accuracy can still be achieved using a Trotterized exponential. For example, using a Trotter number m = 8, MRSQK gives an error of only 1.1 mE h with a basis of 20 Krylov states. In Table 2 we also show a comparison of MRSQK with selected configuration interaction (sCI) and the adaptive derivative-assembled pseudo-Trotter ansatz variational quantum eigensolver (ADAPT-VQE). 30 For any Trotter number, MRSQK converges significantly faster than sCI and the ADAPT-VQE method. For example, even with the smallest Trotter number (m = 1) MRSQK with 20 Krylov states gives an error of 8.5 mE h , while a sCI wave function with 20 determinants yields an error of 58.4 mE h (see Table (2) for details of the determinant selection). In comparison, an ADAPT-VQE wave function with 20 parameters yields an error of 11.4 mE h . These results demonstrate the ability of MRSQK to parameterize strongly correlated states efficiently using a small fraction of the variational degrees of freedom.
To illustrate the ability of MRSQK to determine accurate ground-state potential energy surfaces (PES) in the presence of strong correlation, we examine the dissociation of the H 6 chain and linear BeH 2 . Figure 4 show the energy and error with respect to FCI for H 6 , for restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF), second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2), coupled cluster with singles and doubles (CCSD), 87 and MRSQK with a Krylov basis of 20 states (s = 3, d = 5). With the onset of strong electron correlation, single-reference methods (RHF, MP2, CCSD) fail to capture the the correct qualitative features of the PEC. For example, CCSD produces very accurate results near the equilibrium geometry; however, it dips significantly below the FCI energy for bond distances greater than 1.5 Å. In contrast, MRSQK far outperforms CCSD even with the lowest Trotter number (m = 1) and chemically accurate MRSQK results are obtained with m = 8.
In Figure 5 we report the potential energy curve for the symmetric dissociation of linear BeH 2 . For this problem, the size of the determinant space is 169. Like H 6 , BeH 2 is a challenging problem for single-reference methods, although CCSD shows smaller errors (less than 10 mE h ) throughout the entire curve. MRSQK computations on BeH 2 employed 30 Krylov states generated by a space of six references and four time steps (s = 4). For this problem, we found that using a larger time step provides more accurate results and therefore, we report results using ∆t = 2 a.u. In the case of no Trotter approximation (m = ∞), the MRSQK error is less than 0.1 mE h across the entire potential energy curve. The approximate MRSQK scheme based on four Trotter steps is already comparable in accuracy to CCSD, while using m = 8 the error falls within chemical accuracy. By analyzing the error plot in the bottom half of Fig. 5 , we see that there are small discontinuities in the curve due to the selection of a different set of reference states. This problem, however, is common to all selected CI methodologies, [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] as well as ADAPT-VQE. These discontinuities may be removed by employing references built from a fixed set of determinants.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the multireference selected quantum Krylov is a new quantum subspace diagonalization algorithm for solving the electronic Schrödinger equation on NISQ devices. MRSQK diagonalizes the Hamiltonian in a basis of manybody states generated by real-time evolution of a set of orthogonal reference states. This approach has two major advantages: (i) it requires no variational optimization of classical parameters, (ii) it avoids the linear dependency problem that may plague other QSD methods. Benchmark computations on H 6 , H 8 , and BeH 2 show that MRSQK with exact time-propagation converges rapidly to the exact energy using a number of Krylov states that is a small fraction of the full determinant space. When the real-time propagator is approx- Table 2 : Ground-state energies (in E h ) of H 6 at a bond distance of 1.5 Å. MRSQK results are given for N = d(s + 1) Krylov basis states using three steps (s = 3) and ∆t = 0.5 a.u. The quantity m indicates the Trotter number. For each value of N, selected configuration interaction (sCI) results were obtained using N determinants with the largest absolute coefficient in the FCI wave function. ADAPT-VQE results show the energy with N cluster amplitudes selected from the pool of spin-adapted generalized singles/doubles. imated via a Trotter decomposition, modest Trotter numbers m = 4, 8 are sufficient to ensure that truncation errors yield chemically accurate potential energy curves. We also report a comparison of the convergence of the energy of H 6 for MRSQK, selected configuration interaction (sCI), and the state-of-the-art ADAPT-VQE algorithm. In comparing sCI and MRSQK, the significantly faster convergence of the latter method indicates that the Krylov basis efficiently captures the important multideterminantal features of the wave function. The comparison with ADAPT-VQE shows that MRSQK can achieve a compact representation of the wave function competitive even with an adaptive strategy that aims to minimize the number of unitary rotations.
Together, these advantages make MRSQK a promising tool for treating strongly correlated electronic systems with quantum computation. However, there are several aspects of the MRSQK that deserve more consideration. The current reference selection strategy may produce different sets of references as the molecular geometry is changed, which in turn causes small discontinuities in potential energy curves. Selection procedures that, e.g., identify references from a small fixed set of orbitals could be used to address this issues. In this work, we have selected fixed values for the time steps t n . Schemes in which the time steps are treated as variational parameters may be able to represent states with a fewer number of Krylov states and are worth exploring. Another important aspect is improving the approximation to the realtime dynamics. Our results indicate that low Trotter number approximations (m = 1, 2) commonly used in other context introduce errors that are too large. It would be desirable to explore the implementation of real-time dynamics via alternative methods, e.g. truncated Taylor series. 66 An interesting alternative is to follow the strategy of Ref. 93 , which employs an unphysical dynamics generated by a simple function of the Hamiltonian. This dynamics still spans the classical Krylov space and may be implemented with the same number of gates as a single Trotter number approximation.
